THE PERRIS STUDENT PROGRAM (PSP)
Our program is unlike any other student program. We incorporate indoor skydiving utilizing our onsite wind
tunnel. The wind tunnel is an invaluable learning tool that allows you to improve body flight and practice what
you need to pass your proceeding levels without the pressure of jumping out of a plane. One minute of tunnel
time equates to one skydive, and our student program includes 20 minutes of tunnel time! Our single instructor
progression results in more jumps with a certified AFF instructor. This means more coaching and experience
being shared with you throughout your progression. Our progression also strongly emphasizes canopy drills
and progression starting from PSP Level 1. Being able to fly your canopy with confidence and do so safely is of
utmost importance. Our main objective is to produce high-quality, well-rounded students, and our PSP
program is uniquely designed to do just that.
In general, we advise our students to plan on spending at least two weeks with us to obtain their ‘A’ license.
This time frame accounts for being here all day, every day. This is a safe average, but please understand that
students progress through the program at different rates, and we cannot guarantee that you will complete the
student program in this time frame. Weather, instructor availability, personal stamina, and personal
progression are a few of the factors that influence the total time it will take to obtain your ‘A’ license.

Below is a brief description of what you would learn on each PSP level and the price per level. All levels
include their own canopy progression as well:
PSP LEVEL 1
Consists of an all-day ground school prior to jumping.
Freefall: Positive stability, altitude awareness, practice ripcord touches. Experience the thrill
of freefall with two Jumpmasters.
Canopy: Dropzone orientation and pattern checkpoints
PSP 2 TUNNEL (10 minutes of tunnel time)
You will spend 10 minutes practicing freefall maneuvers in our indoor wind tunnel, this is
equivalent to TEN skydives! Basic body position, leg awareness, heading control, practice
pulls and signal response
USPA MEMBERSHIP
Before you do PSP Level 2, you must join the United States Parachute Association. This is an
annual fee, and you can apply online at www.uspa.org
PSP LEVEL 2
Single Jumpmaster skydive, increased body awareness, heading control, earned release.
Canopy: Locate runway and determine compass headings
PSP 3 TUNNEL
Basic body position, turns, fallrate, heading control, signal response, and stability drills.
PSP LEVEL 3
Single Jumpmaster skydive, heading control, 90° turns, stable solo pull.
Canopy: “Sweet spot”

$379

$235

$78

$279

$235
$279
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PSP LEVEL 4
Single Jumpmaster skydive, 180° turns.
Canopy: Riser turns

$279

PSP LEVEL 5
Single Jumpmaster skydive, 180° leg turns.
Canopy: Flat turns

$279

PSP LEVEL 6
Single Jumpmaster skydive, solo poised exit, 360° turns.
Canopy: Rear riser flares
PSP LEVEL 7
Single Jumpmaster skydive, rear float exit, forward movement, and docks.
Canopy: Flat turns to flare
PSP LEVEL 8
Single Jumpmaster skydive, front float exit, intro to tracking.
Canopy: Max performance turns
PSP LEVEL 9
Single Jumpmaster skydive, diving exit, barrel rolls, forward movement, and docks.
Canopy: 9 flare test
PSP LEVEL 10
Single Jumpmaster skydive, diving exit, front and back loops, docks.
Canopy: Stalls and stall recovery
GEAR RENTAL
Once you graduate from PSP Level 10, gear is not included in the price of the jump. Gear is
available to rent at Gold State Gear, the Pro Shop located on the dropzone. You packed the
parachute, although you can hire a packer, for approximately $8 per pack job.
PSP LEVELS 11-16
These are continued coach jumps with our experienced AFF instructors. You will continue to
improve body awareness and begin advancing your skillset. You will learn important skills
such as matching fall rates, swoop to docks, improved tracking skills, stability drills, and
continued canopy progression drills.
Canopy: Flat turns to flare, braked approach, max performance turns

$279

$279

$279

$279
$279

$135/per
day

$135/each

PSP LEVELS 17-18: HOP ‘N POPS

$34/each

SOLO JUMPS x7
PACKING CLASS
You are required to learn how to pack your main parachute. You will need to rent gear for
this class.
A – License Application

$34/each
$150

$36
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